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Abstract 

The expanding volume of spontaneous mass email (otherwise 

called spam) has created a requirement for solid against spam 

filters. Machine learning systems now a day’s used to 

consequently filter the spam email in an exceptionally 

effective rate. In this paper, we examine the absolute most 

well known machine learning strategies (Naïve Bayesian 

Classification, SVMs, Logistic Regression, Random Forest 

Algorithm) and of their relevance to the issue of spam Email 

classification. Email filtering job relies upon data 

classification approach. While classify data, choose the most 

astounding performing classifier is a fundamental progress. In 

this manner remove the best describe features, and also 

appropriately classifying internal messages are key issue. The 

preface of the outline is considered within provisions of its 

accuracy. Descriptions of the algorithms are introduced; 

alongside the differentiation of their execution appear on the 

Ling Spam corpus data set. 

Keywords: SVM, E-mail, Naive Bayes, Classification, Spam, 

Malicious 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Currently, Electronic mails contain become one of the most 

significant way of communication. Unfortunately, as the 

significance of messaging enlarges, the quantity of spam 

messages send to users moreover increases. In detail, spam 

emails are the same messages send to a lot of users. Spam 

emails have unusual functions. A few of them provide for 

promotion issues, others are conscientious of dispersal 

computer viruses as well as there be present spam messages 

intended to appropriate the user economic identities.[1]  

As of late unplanned business/mass email or else called spam, 

turn into a most important difficulty over the web. Spam is 

exercise in futility, storage space and correspondence data 

transmission. The issue of spam email has been expanding for 

a considerable extent of time. In late insights, 40% of all 

messages are spam which around 15.4 billion email for every 

day and that cost web clients about $355 million every year. 

Programmed email filtering is by all accounts the best 

technique for countering spam right now and a tight rivalry 

amongst spammers and spam-filtering strategies is removal 

on. Just quite a long while back the vast majority of the spam 

could be dependably managed by blocking messages 

originating from specific locations or filtering out messages 

with certain subject lines. Spammers started to utilize a few 

precarious techniques to conquer the filtering strategies like 

utilizing irregular sender addresses as well as attach arbitrary 

characters to the start or the finish of the message subject line 

[2, 4].  

Information assembles along with machine learning are the 

two universal methodologies utilized as an element of email 

filtering. In learning designing methodology an arrangement 

of guidelines must be determined by which messages are 

ordered as spam or ham. An arrangement of such standards 

ought to be made either by the client of the filter, or by some 

other specialist (e.g. the product organization that give 

demonstrates on the grounds that the standards must be 

continually refreshed and kept up, which is an exercise in 

futility and it isn't advantageous for generally clients. Machine 

learning approach is more effective than information building 

approach; it doesn't require indicating any principles [4, 5]. 

Rather, an arrangement of preparing tests, these examples is 

an arrangement of pre ordered email messages. A particular 

calculation is then used to take in the classification rules from 

these email messages. Machine learning approach has been 

generally examined and there are lots of algorithms can be 

utilized as a part of email filtering. 

In this paper, an individual email record of more than standard 

amount of messages is used for examination and valuation. 

The focal point is to learn the email substance and address 

along with classify all email into one of two: private, 

professional with other based on content, sender, as well as 

heading. Methodologies a deal of strategy have to be 

determined through which messages are prepared as spam or 

else ham. 

This rest of this paper is prepared as follows. Section 2 

reviews the broad literature that uses machine learning in E-

Mail Classification, as well as a few of the explanations of 

two methods. Section 3 describes the literature review of 

various machine learning methods f used in classifications. 

Section 4 describes proposed work in which we explain 

algorithms for e-mail classification and its flow chart, and 

Section 5 presents the results of the analysis and discusses the 

relative algorithms for e-mail classification along with we 

represent them using confusion matrix as well as its accuracy. 

Section 6 concludes the paper by discussing the implications 

of the results for e- mail classification and analysis, and also 

explains future scope of this work. 
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2. MACHINE LEARNING IN E-MAIL CLASSIFICATION 

Machine taking in field is a subfield from the expansive field 

of artificial intelligence, these plans to make machines ready 

to learn like human. Learning here means comprehended, 

observe and converse to data about some statistical 

phenomenon. In unsupervised learning one tries to reveal 

shrouded regularities (bunches) or to identify anomalies in the 

information like spam messages or system interruption. In 

email filtering errand a few features could be the pack of 

words or the subject line analysis.[7] Thus, the contribution to 

email classification assignment can be seen as a two 

dimensional matrix, whose axes are the messages along with 

the features. Email classification assignments are frequently 

separated into a few sub-undertakings. To start with, Data 

accumulation and representation are for the most part issue 

particular (i.e. email messages), second, email feature choice 

and feature diminishment endeavor to decrease the 

dimensionality (i.e. the quantity of features) for the rest of the 

means of the task. At long last, the email classification period 

of the procedure finds the genuine mapping between training. 

 

2.1 Naive Bayes Classifier: 

During 1998 the Naïve Bayes classifier (figure 1) was planned 

for spam identification. Bayesian classifier is functioning on 

the dependent events along with the probability of an 

occurrence happening inside the future that can be detect from 

the earlier occurring of the similar event [9]. This technique 

can be use to categorize spam e-mails; words probabilities 

play the major rule at this time. If a few words happen often in 

spam but not within ham, then this incoming e-mail is 

possibly spammed.  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Naive Bayes Classifier 

 

Naive bayes classifier technique has happen to a really 

popular method during mail filtering software. Bayesian filter 

ought to be trained toward work efficiently. Every word has 

definite likelihood of occurring within spam or ham email 

inside its database. If the whole of words probability exceeds 

a confident limit, the filter will mark the e-mail to moreover 

category. Now, only two categories are necessary: spam or 

else ham. Approximately every one the statistic-based spam 

filters exercise Bayesian probability calculation toward join 

individual token's statistics to a general score [1], furthermore 

make filtering decision base lying on the score. The statistic 

we are commonly concerned for a symbol T is its spamminess 

(spam rating) [8], consider as follow: 

 

Where CSpam(T) as well as CHam(T) are the amount of spam 

or else ham messages contain token T, correspondingly. To 

compute the likelihood for a message M among tokens 

{T1,......,TN}, one requests to merge the individual token's 
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spamminess toward estimate the generally message 

spamminess. 

 

2.2. Support Vector Machine 

Electronic mail is an input revolution attractive place more 

than conservative communication systems appropriate to its 

convenient, fast, easy, along with economical, to utilize 

nature. A major block surrounded by electronic 

communications is the huge allocation of unwanted, risky 

emails known like spam emails. A key apprehension is the 

rising of appropriate filters that can adequately confine those 

emails as well as get elevated performance rate. Machine 

learning (ML) researchers contain developed many 

approaches within order to deal by this difficulty. Within the 

structure of machine learning, support vector machines 

(SVM) have ready a great part to the growth of spam email 

filtering. Base on Support Vector Machine, dissimilar method 

have been intended during text classification approaches (TC). 

A serious problem while by SVM is the choice of  kernels as 

they explicitly affect the panel of emails in the value space 

[10]. Now figure 2; explain the spam filtering by SVM. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: SVM Classifier 

 

2.3. Logistic Regression 

The logistic regression model associations the probability of 

an email life form spam (πi) toward the prediction variables 

(x1i;… … ..; xij) through a framework very like that of 

multiple regression. Since the response is binary, we need to 

locate a suitable change in order to make the regression model 

work. A characteristic change for πi is the logistic change: 

logit(πi) = ln
πi

(1 − πi)
                                              (1) 

The logistic regression model is specified by: 

ln
πi

(1 − πi)
 = α + β1xi1 + β2xi2 +……+ βjxij              (2)                         

Note that because the probability of an email individual spam 

(πi) is a numeral between zero as well as one, the 

log(
πi

(1 – πi)
) can take on a few real number: 

0 ≤ πi ≤1 = - ∞ < ln
πi

(1 − πi)
 < + ∞ 

The relation among P(Yi = 1) is obtain through solving 2 for 

πi. We obtain: 

P(Y = 1‖ X = x) = πi = 
exp (α + β1xi1 + β2xi2 +⋯…+ βjxij)

exp (1+ α + β1xi1 + β2xi2 +⋯…+ βjxij)
      (3) 

= 
exp (α + βxj)

1+ exp (α + βx)
  

Equation 3 is the logisic regression form that will be utilize all 

through this paper. 
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We describe the odds as 

                               Ὼ = 
πi 

1− πi 
                               (4)            

where the odds is the likelihood of the outcome spam divided 

with the likelihood of the outcome no spam. By taking the 

logarithm on the two sides we get equation 2. The logistic 

regression coefficient corresponds to the change in the long 

odds, for each variable respectively. The exponentiated types 

of the coefficients correspond to the odds proportion.[21] 

 

2.4 Random Forest 

The Random forest is Meta learners which comprise of 

frequent entity trees. Every tree votes lying on a generally 

classification intended for the given set of data as well as the 

random forest calculation choose the entity classification 

through the nearly all votes. Every decision tree is worked 

beginning from a random subset of the training dataset; utilize 

what is called replacement, during performing this testing. 

That is, some entities will be included more than once in the 

sample, and others won't appear by any means. In building all 

decision tree, a model based lying on a special random subset 

of the training dataset as well as a random subset of the 

existing variables is used to decide how most excellent to 

partition the dataset at each node. Each decision tree is 

worked to its most extreme size, with no pruning performed. 

Together, the resulting decision tree models of the Random 

forest represent the last ensemble model where each decision 

tree votes for the result and the greater part wins.[20] 

 

3. LITERATURE SURVEY 

There are some research works that apply machine learning 

techniques in email classification; showed that the navie 

Bayes email content classification could be adjusted for layer-

3 preparing, without the requirement for reassembly. 

Recommendations on pre-identifying email parcels on spam 

control center boxes to support opportune spam detection at 

getting email servers were introduced. 

W. El-Kharashi, et al.[9] They introduced equipment 

engineering of naive Bayes inference motor for spam control 

utilizing two class email classification. That can order more 

117 millions features for every second given a stream of 

probabilities as information sources. This work can be reached 

out to examine proactive spam taking care of plans on 

accepting email servers and spam throttling on network 

gateways. 

Y. Tang, S. Krasser, et al. [10] a framework that utilized the 

SVM for classification reason, such framework remove email 

sender conduct information in light of worldwide sending 

dispersion, investigate them and allot an estimation of trust to 

every IP address sending email message, the Experimental 

outcomes demonstrate that the SVM classifier is viable, 

precise and substantially speedier than the Random Forests 

(RF) Classifier. 

Yoo, S., Yang, Y., et al. [11] created personalized email 

prioritization (PEP) strategy that uniquely center around 

investigation of individual informal communities to catch 

client gatherings and to acquire rich features that speak to the 

social parts from the perspective of specific client, and also 

they built up a regulated classification structure for modeling 

individual needs finished email messages, and for anticipating 

significance levels for new messages. 

Guzella, Mota-Santos , et al. [13],  an immune-enlivened 

representation, named innate along with adaptive artificial 

immune system (IA-AIS) as well as associated to the issue of 

identifiable evidence of spontaneous mass email messages 

(SPAM). It coordinates substances similar to macrophages, B 

and T lymphocytes, modeling both the innate and the adaptive 

immune systems. An execution of the calculation was fit for 

distinguishing over 99% of genuine or SPAM messages 

specifically parameter designs. It was contrasted with an 

improved variant of the naive Bayes classifier, which have 

been accomplished to a great degree high right classification 

rates. It has been reasoned that IA-AIS has a more noteworthy 

capacity to distinguish SPAM messages, despite the fact that 

the recognizable proof of honest to goodness messages isn't as 

high as that of the executed naive Bayes classifier. 

Webb et al.’ [14] web spam with how to apply email spam 

detection techniques to identify spam web pages. Alike to the 

way to deal with identify spam in emails, web pages are 

examine for specific features that may categorize them as 

spam pages, for example, utilizing keywords stuffing, 

unrelated famous words, etc. [12] represents one more 

instance of web or else connect spam research paper. Open 

networks, Blogs, news or else even e-commerce websites 

these days permit users to concern their comments or else 

feedback. Spammers utilize such capability to post spam 

messages among those posts. Therefore spam detection 

techniques must be additionally used to permit programmed 

detection of such posts. 

Sculley and Wachman [15] examine too calculations, for 

example, VSM for email, web, and blogs and web and 

connection spam recognition. The substance of the email or 

else the web page is analyzed by disparate regular language 

processing methodology, for example, NGram, Bags of 

words, etc. The effect of an exchange parameter in VSM is 

evaluated utilizing divergent setting value intended for such 

parameter. 

Zhou et al. [16] spam-based categorization scheme of three 

category. In adding to exemplary spam and not spam 

category, a third uncertain category is provide to extra 

flexibility to the prediction calculation. Undecided emails 

ought to be re-examined and collect more data to be capable 

then to pundit whether they are spam or else not. Xie et al. 

[17] attempt to whole up features that can recognize spam 

intermediary that are used to toss a huge number of spam 

emails. Creators take a gander at network interrelated 

behaviors that can most likely identify such spam 

intermediary. [16][17] Evaluate apply uneven set on spam 

recognition with unique rule execution scheme to get the best 

coordinating one. UCI Spam base is use in the investigational 

examine (machine learning repository or repository). 

Ozcaglar[18]. Unlike papers discussed the utilizing of special 
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calculations and likewise apply the calculations in special 

places between email senders alongside receivers. 

Carmona-Cejudo et al.’s [19], real time email category as well 

as introduce GNUs mail open source use designed for email 

file classification. The application be developed to parse 

emails from unique email clients alongside perform several 

information mining investigation with WIKA information 

mining instrument. In email database categorization is 

likewise base lying on the time of email messages.  

 

4. PROPOSED WORK  

In this work we have indicated how classification calculations 

take a shot at informational index. We had taken is ling spam 

corpus which is very huge informational collection and it 

comprises of different sends and these sends are classified into 

prepare emails and test emails are explain through in given 

figure 3. In this segment we will first talk about how ling 

spam corpus workings within steps. 

4.1 Classification on Ling Spam corpus  

Here we will compare the classification calculation based on 

disarray network and accuracy. These classification 

calculations have been applied on the dataset ling-spam which 

for the most part comprises of huge number of sends for 

training and for testing purpose. At the same time we in 

introduced one more approach that combine the classification 

calculation whose accuracy could conceivably be more than 

the previous one, it depends on the dataset and what type of 

value it contains. The steps involved amid this process are as 

per the following: 

 Initial step is to organize the data 

 Dictionary will be shaped for every word 

 Feature extraction i.e. single of the nearly all 

significant process 

 Training the classifier 

1. Initial step is to organize the data 

In this process we have part the downloaded information into 

training set and test set. Here we have taken ling corpus 

informational collection which for the most part contains 702 

training emails and 260 test sends means we have aggregate 

of around 962 sends.  

a) Elimination of stop words – Stop words similar to 

“the”"and", "of", etc are extremely basic in all single 

English sentences as well as are not extremely 

meaningful inside deciding spam or else legitimate 

position, so these words have been detached starting 

from the emails.  

b) Lemmatization – It is the procedure of compilation 

together the dissimilar inflected types of a word so 

they can be analyze as a particular item. For 

example, "include", "includes," and "included" 

would all be represented as "include". The context of 

the sentence is likewise preserved in lemmatization 

as opposed to stemming (another trendy expression 

in text mining which does not consider meaning of 

the sentence). 

2. Dictionary will be shaped for every word 

It can be seen that the primary line of the mail is subject and 

the third line contains the body of the email. We will just 

perform text investigation on the content to detect the spam 

sends. As an initial step, we need to create a lexicon of words 

and their frequency. For this job, training set of 700 send is 

exploit. This python work generates the lexicon designed for 

you.  

Once the lexicon is created we can include only a few lines of 

code written below to the above capacity to remove non-

words about which we talked in step 1. I have likewise 

removed foolish single characters in the word reference which 

are irrelevant here.  

3. Feature extraction process 

Once the lexicon is arranged; we can obtain word count up 

vector (our feature now) of 3000 dimensions intended for 

every email of training set. All word check vector hold the 

frequency of 3000 words within the training file. Of course 

you might have guessed at this position a huge portion of 

them resolve be zero. Let us get an instance, assume we have 

500 words within our lexicon. All word check vector enclose 

the frequency of 500 lexicon words within the training file. 

Assume text inside training case was "Get the work done, 

work done" then it will be prearranged as [0,0,0,0,0,… … 

.0,0,2,0,0,0,… … ,0,0,1,0,0,… 0,0,1,0,0,… … 2,0,0,0,0,0]. 

Here, everyone the word tallies are located at 296th, 359th, 

415th, 495th catalog of 500 length word tally vector in 

addition to the rest are zero. 

4. Training the classifiers 

I have trained 5 models here namely Logistic Regression, 

Naive Bayes classifier, Random forest, Support Vector 

Machines (SVM) and ensemble technique. Logistic regression 

is one of the mainly well-known machines learning 

calculation for twice classification. This is because it is a 

simple calculation that performs very well on a wide range of 

problems. It takes real-valued sources of info and makes a 

prediction with regards to the likelihood of the information 

belonging to the default class. Naive Bayes classifier is a 

conservative with extremely well known method intended for 

document classification problem. It is a supervised 

probabilistic classifier base lying on Bayes theorem 

accommodating independence among each match of features. 

We can force the decision trees to be different by restricting 

the features (pushes) that the greedy calculation can evaluate 

at each split moment that creating the tree. This is called the 

Random Forest calculation. SVMs are supervised paired 

classifiers which are very effective when you have higher 

number of features. The objective of SVM is to separate some 

subset of training information from rest called the support 

vectors (limit of separating hyper-plane). The decision 

capacity of SVM model that predicts the class of the test 

information is based on support vectors and makes use of a 

kernel trap. The last one is ensemble method which means 

consolidating more than one method.  
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Once the classifiers are trained, we can check the performance 

of the models on test-set. We remove word include vector 

intended for all mail test-set as well as predict its class (ham 

or else spam) through the NB classifier, Logistic regression, 

SVM model, Random forest. 

 

4.2. Proposed Algorithm (HMSEM) 

Test-set include 130 spam emails as well as 130 non-spam 

emails. If you have approach so far, you will discover below 

result. I have exposed the confusion matrix of the test-set 

intended for together the models. The diagonal parts represent 

the accurately known (true identification) mails where as non-

diagonal element represents incorrect classification (false 

identification) of mails. 

Algorithm: Steps for HMSEM 

Input: Ling Corpus Data set 

Output: Result every of the Classifier 

1. Download the dataset commencing website or else from 

inherent library. 

2. Preprocess the data set by preprocessing method 

3. Subsequent to preprocessing relate a variety of machine 

learning classification algorithm similar to naïve bayes, 

logistic regression, random forest and SVM lying on the 

preprocess dataset. 

4. Work out the accuracy of the classification technique. 

5. Evaluate every one of the classification technique. 

 

 

Figure: 3 Proposed method for classification via NBC & 

SVM 

 

Algorithm: HMSEM 

Input: Train-Mails 

Output: Accuracy of each of the classification method 

1. //Initialization 

2.  train_dir = 'train-mails' 

3. dictionary = make_Dictionary(train_dir) 

4. //Compute train_matrix 

5.  train_matrix = extract_features(train_dir) 

6. //Calling all the classifiers 

7.  model1 = LinearSVC() 

8.   model2 = MultinomialNB() 

9.   model4= LogisticRegression() 

10.  model5= RandomForestClassifier() 

11.    Now test_dir = 'test-mails' 

12. Computing the accuracy of all the classifiers 

13.   'Accuracy Score: ' = metrics.accuracy_score (test_labels( 

Ham, Spam), result)  

14.  Print ‘Accuracy Score 

15. Define the function make_Dictionary 

16.  emails =  listdir(train_dir) 

17.  all words=[ ] 

18.  with open(mail) as m: 

19.  for i, line in enumerate(m): 

20.           if (i == 2): 

21.           words = line.split() 

22.           all_words += words 

23. //Describe the purpose extract_features 

24. files = listdir(mail_dir) 

25. features_matrix = np.zeros((len(files),3000)) 

26.  docID = 0; 

27. for fil in files: 

28.      with open(fil) as fi: 

29.        for i,line in enumerate(fi): 

30.      if i == 2: 

31.        words = line.split() 

 

5. RESULT ANALYSIS AND ITS PARAMETERS  

      METRICS USED 

Here, we use the Python version 3.6 for examination as well 

as its parameter which is use of this investigation. The series 

of steps and every one of the computations with it will be 

showed in this segment, in both parallel and sequential 

evaluation. The best four models for evaluations are likewise 

presented here.  
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5.1. Confusion Matrix: 

A confusion matrix is an abstract of prediction outcome on a 

classification difficulty. 

The numeral of correct along with wrong predictions are sum 

up with count values as well as broken down through every 

class. This is the key in to the confusion matrix. The 

confusion matrix demonstrates the method in which your 

classification model is confused while it makes predictions. It 

gives us approaching not only into the errors individual made 

through a classifier but further prominently the kind of errors 

that are being made. 

 
Set 1 

Predicted 

Set 2 

Predicted 

Set 1 

Actual 
TP FN 

Set 2 

Actual 
FP TN 

Here, 

 Set 1: Positive 

 Set 2: Negative 

Explanation of the Terms: 

 Positive (P): Examination is positive (for case: is an 

apple). 

 Negative (N): Examination is not positive (for case: 

is not an apple). 

 True Positive (TP): Examination is positive, along 

with is predicted to be positive. 

 False Negative (FN): Examination is positive, other 

than is predicted negative. 

 True Negative (TN): Examination is negative, along 

with is predicted to be negative. 

 False Positive (FP): Examination is negative, other 

than is predicted positive. 

 

5.2. Classification Accuracy: 

Classification Accuracy is known through the relation: 

Though, there are problems through accuracy. It assumes 

equivalent costs for mutually type of errors. A99% accuracy 

may be excellent, good, middling, poor or else awful 

depending leading the problem. 

𝐀𝐜𝐜𝒖𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒚 =  
𝑻𝑷 + 𝑻𝑵

𝑻𝑷 + 𝑻𝑵 + 𝑭𝑷 + 𝑭𝑵
 

Here, we have use classification algorithms available 

within particular library. Initially, we will estimate the 

confusion matrix subsequent that we will calculate the 

accuracy during by function or confusion metrics. 

accuracy_score; firstly we will demonstrate the output of Ling 

Spam Dataset which is specified here: 

 

According to Naive Bayes 

 Ham Spam 

Ham 129 1 

Spam 9 121 

Accuracy Score: 96.1538461538% 

 

According to SVM demonstrate the confusion matrix  

 Ham Spam 

Ham 126 4 

Spam 6 124 

Accuracy Score: 96.1538461538% 

 

According to logistic regression, we will illustrate the output 

of Ling Spam Dataset which is given below: 

 Ham Spam 

Ham 126 4 

Spam 1 129 

Accuracy Score: 98.0769230769% 

 

As indicated by Random forest  

 Ham Spam 

Ham 124 6 

Spam 6 124 

Accuracy Score: 95.3846153846% 

Support Vector Machine, Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression 

and Random Forest classifier were implemented and 

compared to each other in terms of accuracy score. The 

comparison of classifiers results are shown in the following 

table. 

Table 1: Comparisons of previous and present result on given 

data set 

 

Method 

 

Base Methods 

HMSEM 

Data Set 

(Ling-Spam Corpus) 

SVM 91 % 96.15 % 

Naive Bayes 92 % 96.15 % 

Logistic Regression - 98.07 % 

Random Forest - 95.0% 

Comparative study of based methods to be used in previous 

paper and proposed methods in given table 1: 
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Figure: 4. A Comparative Study of different classifier on 

ling_spam_corpus Dataset 

 

Accurate classification results for every classification methods 

lying on ling_spam_corpus Dataset as well as comparisons to 

all other with accuracy are shown within Figure 4. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we review some of the most prominent machine 

learning methods and of their relevance to the problem of 

spam e-mail classification. Descriptions of the calculations are 

presented, and the correlation of their performance on the 

Ling corpus Spam Dataset is presented, the experiment 

demonstrating a very encouraging results specially in the 

calculations that isn't well known in the commercial e-mail 

filtering packages, spam recall percentage in the five methods 

has the accuracy values, while in term of accuracy we can find 

that the Naïve bayes and SVM methods and Logistic 

Regression methods has a very fulfilling performance 

amongst the other technique, more research should be done to 

rise the performance of the Naïve bayes either through hybrid 

system or else by decide the feature dependence issue within 

the naïve bayes classifier, otherwise hybrid the Immune 

through harsh sets. At long last hybrid systems appear to be 

the most efficient approach to generate a successful anti spam 

filter these days.  

The future efforts would be extended towards: Achieving 

accurate classification, with zero percent (0%) 

misclassification of Ham E-mail as Spam and Spam E-mail as 

Ham. The efforts would be applied to square Phishing E-

sends, which carries the phishing attacks and now-days which 

is more matter of concern. Also, the work can be extended to 

keep away the Denial of Service attack (DoS) which has now, 

emerged in Distributed design called as Distributed Denial of 

Service Attack (DDoS). 
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